### BIG 4 (tent, bag, backpack, pad)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Web Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bag</td>
<td>Outdoor Research Axiom 40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.outdoorresearch.com">http://www.outdoorresearch.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pad</td>
<td>Big Agnes Insulated Air Core Ultra XL 10&quot; x 20&quot;</td>
<td>$55</td>
<td><a href="http://www.bigagnes.com/insulated-air-core-ultra.html">http://www.bigagnes.com/insulated-air-core-ultra.html</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sub Total** = $147.8

**Total Items Worn** = 59.2

**Consumables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Web Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>4 liter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>3 AAA batteries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel</td>
<td>3 small Fuel Canisters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sub Total** = $50.9

**Total Consumables** = 59.2

**Total Items** = 143.6

**Total Weight** = 9.2
MY DREAM SHOE:

My foot easily changes width and length by 2 sizes when hiking. Combine this with different temperatures such that you will need a thicker sock on some days and thinner socks on another day-- or even different times of the day. How are you supposed to pick the right size shoe with that kind of moving target?

Plus I would like a shoe that dries practically instantly so I can minimize wet feet. And on hot days, I want my feet to never sweat (that invites fungus, smell, and blisters).

And while my foot is growing, and have a fat sock on, I don’t want to be hammering my toes going downhill. Otherwise the toenails will turn black and fall off 😞. And when I have my fat sock on for warmth, I don’t want my foot to feel squished. Likewise, on 70F days and using a thin sock, I don’t want the least bit of foot slippage (invites blisters).

I would also like a very cushiony heel to eliminate foot bone(s) stresses (caused when walking on asphalt for 20 miles). A nice arch would help on long walks with weight (backpack) on the back. That would eliminate plantar fasciitis problems.

If the above wish shoe doesn’t fit right, I will feel it in my lower back and my knees---- BAD.

If my foot gets sucked into mud (which it does in boggy areas), I would like to walk through the nearest stream and, wala!, the shoe is clean with NO hand scrubbing. Talk about saving time!

I need a semi-sturdy sole because this helps in going uphill. It also cushions the foot on scree and provides a light massage.

I’ve hiked in boots for 10+ years and trail runners and just lived with the above mentioned problems. Around 2002 I took the plunge and tried the sandal. Low and behold, all my footwear wishes were solved. My feet misery vanished. But it didn’t come easy. I had to try on about 2 dozen pairs to find one that fits comfortably AND lasts.

I am now particular to Teva sandals because I love their wide soles and incredible lateral stability. This makes it hard for ankle turns. And they feel great to me (not all the models though). Unlike my wife, I have to wear mine with socks. Not only for the glamorous look but the comfort it brings.

And because of wearing this sandal AND sock, the following joys were also met:
1. no need to wear blister treatment.
2. no need to carry blister treatment.
3. no hammer toes
4. lighter footwear gave me way more energy. I noticed that right off the bat.
5. wiggle room for the toes.
6. much harder to roll an ankle (vs a trail runner)
7. excellent traction on wet sloping granite.
8. Maybe once/day I have to get the pebble out between foot and sandal (it used to be every hour; but not the Tera Fi design). But I don’t mind this at all because of the blessings of sandals!
9. Instant slipper for camp. Just loosen the straps; no extra weight needed.
10. Shoe smell is gone. (if wearing a sock)
11. Don’t have to stop and change socks or take off boot (which should be done once/hour with a boot btw).
12. They’re cheaper than the boots and shoes I bought.
13. Decent tread and ARCH life. I’m getting 500 miles per Teva. It depends on the terrain though.
14. Can expand or contract with different socks without squishing the foot.
15. Athlete’s foot cleared up. I have never needed preventative powder since the day I started wearing sandals. I.e., no more itchy feet!

Other notes:
1. On 30F days, I just plow through the streams. I first take off my socks. At the other side, I hurry and dry my feet and put my dry socks back on. By then my sandals are dry. Somehow, surprisingly, that process warms up my feet.
2. On warmer days, I plow through streams with my coolmax socks. The sandals dry after a couple of minutes but my socks take about 30 minutes to dry-- which I can live with.
3. Is wearing a sandal risky? Initially, you would think so. I’ve learned it is more risky for me to wear a shoe or boot because of the above mentioned foot problems.
4. The sandal needs to be worn with a sock, or the feet will sweat and blisters will form (unless you’re my wife).
5. The sandal needs to be cinched snug (not tight) when hiking. I even have to cinch it tighter 15 minutes into the hike because, for some reason, my feet shrink.

6. I’m size 8 and I buy a size 9 (which is big in a Teva). The extra length gives toe protection. In the last 5 years, I don’t remember of ever stubbing my toes (knock on wood) and I’ve bushwacked several times in sandals.

   There are some areas that I would refrain from (prickly needle bushes), though I’ve done that too.

7. Depending on weather, I can use the following with my sandals *w/o squishing the foot*:
   a) 2 wool socks
   b) thin sock
   c) down booty (that is comfy!)
   d) seal skins with wool sock (cold days only)

   - that is versatile footwear!

8. I still feel guilty walking in the woods with my sandals. I think that’s from my youth. But the ability to wiggle your toes while backpacking erases the guilt. It’s like wearing slippers in God’s Garden.

9. I play basketball, handball, and tennis in the same sandal. I just love them. I go canoeing in them and later on—hike.

   Are sandals for everyone? I don’t know. My wife is a convert after she watched me. One of my hiking buddies is a convert. Ironically he’s using cheaper sandals and I hope they hold out on our trips. Another hiking buddy stays with his boots because he was born in boots. And he has ugly sore foot problems on almost every trip.

   I play basketball, handball, and tennis in the same sandal. I just love them. I go canoeing in them and later on—hike.

   Are sandals for everyone? I don’t know. My wife is a convert after she watched me. One of my hiking buddies is a convert. Ironically he’s using cheaper sandals and I hope they hold out on our trips. Another hiking buddy stays with his boots because he was born in boots. And he has ugly sore foot problems on almost every trip.

How to fit the sandal:

1. It’s important the arch centers right on your arch. That’s why I like the Teva Tera Fi. You can undo the back strap; then center your arch on the sandal (with the sock you want to wear). Then do the back strap back up and usually you’ll not have to touch that strap for a long time.

2. The other 2 straps are tightened depending on conditions. When walking/hiking/backpacking, cinch them tight but not too tight that they’re painful. When you stop, loosen the straps. Because they’re Velcro, this process is very fast; much faster than with boots.

3. Leave about 3/8” to ½” in front of the big toe. The extra room protects your toes from root and rock bumps.

4. After about 10-15 minutes of walking, you may have to relhten again. I’m not sure why here. Either the nylon straps stretch or my foot shrinks. Likewise when I stop, either my foot swells, or the straps shrink; that’s why I loosen.

5. Wear a decent wicking sock. This keeps sweaty feet drier (especially underneath) and prevents blisters.

More foot notes:

1. Plantar Fasciitis: Several things cause this to ache:
   a). walking on asphalt or any other hard surface all day
   b). the foot arch does not align with the shoe arch

   How to minimize the ache:
   a. If you feel it coming on while walking, immediately point your toes upward. This stretches the correct muscles/tendons to minimize/eliminate the pain. It’s easy to point the toes upward in open-toe sandals.
   b. At night in the sack, bend your toes back. The toes can usually be held this way even by the light-weight of your sleeping bag/quilt. Try to leave it like this for an hour or two. There are braces you can buy for this but this way is cheaper; it’s free and works!
   c. If you don’t do these things fasciitis will kick in and when you stand on your feet in the morning the pain will be so unbearable you’ll want to scream. And it will stay this way until your tissue warms up.

2. I would stay away from closed-toe sandals. The toe area fills up with gunk fast on the trail and you will have to dump it every 10 minutes. Plus these types of sandals don’t really tighten at the right spots so it’s easier to slip in them. This brings on blisters and twisted ankles.
3. Another trick of the trade is to walk softly and carry a big stick; maybe 2 sticks. This also eases leg/foot joint shocks.

4. Those who say sandals stink, don’t wear socks. And the good sandals have antimicrobial treatment.

5. If you can hike in Crocs, I feel you can hike in sandals AND get better support.

6. I used to have a heel callus. Mine went away after wearing Terra-Fi2’s over a year. That’s a mystery!

Some sandals I’ve tried:

1. Chacos. These have the dang best arch supports I’ve felt. I just wished they:
   a). weren’t so heavy.
   b). did not have straps hit in the wrong spot (remember this is just my foot).
   c). kept my ankle from twisting. This might not be critical.
   d) didn’t pick up debris.

   However, I’ve seen many people climb mountains in them.

2. Keens. I left these because:
   a). makes my feet very warm for summer use.
   b) takes longer to dry than leather sandals. That’s weird.
   c) caused me blisters.
   d) too heavy; (really noticed on long hikes).
   e) picked up debris.
   f) easy to twist ankle. Again, might not be critical.

3. There are others…

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS:

1) “Hey barryp, down here the snakes and scorpions call those wiggling toes a moving, but justifiable, target…”

It looks like snakes are everywhere. I see them a lot during 3 season. But I’ve never had a physical encounter with a snake. My hiking buddies have, but then again, they wear snake-magnet boots.

I have not had the fortune of seeing a live scorpion. When I camp in the deserts of UT, I check my sandal before putting it on just in case a scorpion wanted to climb on top of it and sleep. Oh well. None sighted yet. Only my booted companions have claimed encounters of scorpions, when they shake out their celebrated footwear!

2) “So, how do I get everything you described with the sandal, but eliminate debri getting between my feet and the sole?”

Actually, I also thought this was typical and lived with it for several years. But the problem was practically eliminated when I switched to the Terra Fi2. I was surprised. It seems the lip around the heel and cinch it tight kept rocks and twigs from going under the feet. What’s ironic is my hiking buddies stop and dump out rocks out of their shoes more often than me getting a rock stuck. I may have to stop once every 4 hours.

3) “The other problem, when I walk in water, rocks likes to get stuck under my toes, feet, and between the sole and my foot. It is pretty annoying.”

When walking in a super sandy creek, there will be sand that flows up, in, and around the foot. But it didn’t bother me while in the water. It’s when I get out of the water is when it starts bothering. Again, just keep that sandal cinched tight. Before coming out, wiggle the foot in the water and usually all the debris washes out. Plus the sandal looks clean. If I’m going to be in the water a lot, I don’t wear a sock; but the other 99% of the time, a sock also helps keep debris out, blisters gone, and feet cool (in hot weather), and feet warm (in cool weather).
One other pointer, I have about 1/2” from my big toe tip to the top edge of the sandal (when my foot is shrunk). This also helps in keeping debris out and protects against the stubbed toe (knock on wood).

The back strap only needs to be adjusted once so that your arch rests perfect. Actually, it will take a little bit of playing on the first day. This is critical to get your arch centered so plantar fasciitis will be eliminated. If you buy shoes that give you extra room in the toe box (by buying 2 sizes large) this risks the misalignment of your arch.

I’ve tried Keen sandals but was disappointed in their weight. They made my feet sweat more than trail runners. My pinky always rubbed.

4) “Barry, you got me thinking alot. The thing I don’t like about the Terra Fi2 is the lack of toe covering. However, Teva’s Toachi has one, and looks like it would perform similar to the Terra. Their other sandal with a toe covering doesn’t look like it has the size range, ie, I can either wear no socks, or three socks with the same sandal. The only question is, is it wide enough, and does it have a good enough sole. I guess my next step is buying a pair, and trying them out. If they don’t work, I don’t think it would be a big loss, I would probably still wear them, just not hiking.

As far as wearing socks with sandals, I do it all the time, and my wife cringes every time. She especially doesn’t like it when I wear leather sandals to church with dress socks. I guess it is good I am married. I am also forbidden to pick out the clothes for the kids. Apparently I have failed everytime. ”

Too funny! As you get older, comfort wins.

Trying them out is the best.

I’ve tried on the Toachi and they totally felt like a shoe. But now I’m so used to having my toes free, that I prefer open toe. It’s like walking barefoot in the woods but with comfort and support.

But if it’s like the Keen covered-toe sandal, you will get a lot of stuff stuck around your toes that will require sandal removal often.

I wear my black terra fi2’s with black socks around work 100%. People rarely notice.

It seems the black ones never go on sale.

On the trail, I wear some weird orange/brown color terra fi2. I got them on sale for $50.

At church, I also wear a nice black leather sandal; not Teva; some JC Penney brand.

My wife wears a woman’s Teva sandal to church but they actually look nice.

To minimize the embarrassing look, in the summer when I wear shorts, I wear low cut black ankle socks (coolmax) with my terra fi2’s. For some reason they don’t look as bad as crew length